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Your Degrii Smart Thermostat automatically adjusts heating and 
cooling for comfort when you’re home and energy savings when 
you’re away.

Set your preferred temperature manually to effectively regulate 
the room's climate. Your Smart Thermostat will utilize these 
settings to maintain a comfortable and energy-efficient home 
environment consistently.

How Degrii makes your home comfortable
and energy efficient.

Smart Fencing Temperature Settings

Schedules Using a Remote Thermostat
Optimize energy costs effortlessly by customizing your schedule 
to match your daily routine with Degrii Thermostat. Additionally, 
receive tailored recommendations from Degrii to further improve 
your schedule and maximize energy savings. You can turn off the 
schedule at anytime if you don't want the schedule to run.

Strategically position your purchased Remote Thermostat in key 
areas to ensure optimal comfort and effectively regulate tempera-
tures in hot or cold spots.



Get to know your Smart Thermostat

Menu/Confirm
Left touch button

For decreasing temp or navitgation
Right touch button
For increasing temp or navitgation
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Screen Displays - Screen on

Room Temp

Idle

Room Temp

Heating

Room Temp

Cooling

Emergency Heat
Note: Only available in heat pumps 
with E wire.

Activate the thermostat screen by tapping any of the buttons on the screen.
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Screen Displays - Change Setpoint Temperature

Heat Mode Cool Mode Auto Mode Auto Mode

Confirm the desired temperature setting by clicking the Menu button.

Click right/left button to set heating 
temperature.

Click right/left button to set cooling 
temperature.

Click left button to set heating 
temperature.

Click right button to set cooling 
temperature.



Access the menus screen by tapping the Menu/Confirm button.
Click the right or left buttons to navigate through the menus.
Click the Menu/Confirm button to confirm any settings you make.

Screen Displays - Menus

Modes 
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Auto Heat Cool Off

Fan Auto On

Device Info Firmware Devie ID Signal Strength

Settings Lock/Unlock Emergency Heat WiFi Reset Factory Reset
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Enhance Convenience with Every Degrii Product

Control your thermostat with your voice.
The Degrii Thermostat works with the Google Assistant on your phone. Just say, “Hey 
Google, increase the thermostat temperature.” The Degrii Thermostat also works with 
Alexa. Just say, “Alexa, increase the thermostat temperature.”



Seamless Remote Control from Anywhere
You can change the temperature, adjust your schedule, and more from your phone or tablet. 
Just download the free Degrii OS app from Google Play or the App Store™. 

We take your privacy seriously.
Go to https://degrii.com/pages/privacy-policy?_pos=1&_psq=priva&_ss=e&_v=1.0

Download your Degrii app 
from App Store for iOS 
and Google Play Store for 
Android.
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